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Suzanne and Vernon Crew are your average couple with 

seven children aged 6 to 36, a healthy curiosity about 

love, life, wine and whisky, and a firm belief that open 

and frank communication is the basis for a wonderful 

marriage and an inclusive family.  They feel they do 

pretty well in this regard. Especially with the whisky. 

 

 

Zits, Tits and Boys’ Bits: A guide to help the teenage boy avoid life’s little &#%!@-ups is a 

short, sharp and humorous source of information for the teenage boy on life's big 

mysteries - girls, love, sex, school, drinking, friendship and the role of family. 

 

Sue and Vern are the parents of seven children between them, and over the years have 

answered some tricky questions from their offspring.   Zits, Tits and Boys’ Bits is the 

product of their quest to provide one of their children with answers to some very good 

questions, not all of which were entirely suitable for dinner table conversation… 

 

The book covers everything from manners to masturbation in a refreshingly candid way 

designed to appeal to the teenage reader.  While the subject matter is at times 

confronting, it is dealt with honestly and openly with a touch of humour thrown in. 

 

Tits, Zits and Boys’ Bits de-mystifies the age old clichés of  'Treat girls right', 'Be a man', 

‘Grow some balls’, ‘You’ll be right’ and provides the odd tip on to what it means to be a 

good friend, good boyfriend, and in time a good lover in every sense of the word.   

 

Sue and Vern believe all boys have enormous potential to grow into good men and hope 

that this book will give them a head start. 

 

Zits, Tits and Boys’ Bits is currently available direct from Aly’s Books 

(http://www.alysbooks.com) and is coming soon from all good online book retailers. 
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Praise for Zits, Tits and Boys’ Bit: A guide to help the teenage boy avoid life’s little  

&#%!@-ups 

  

“The book you have compiled with such evident love, humour, honesty and sage advice is a 

treasure.   I’ve a stable of nephews for whom I consider it absolutely essential reading - and 

they’ll enjoy it as well, therefore giving its contents a greater chance of success, as I imagine 

they¹ll be referring to it into their 70s (we all know boys are slow to mature).  It’s not just 

funny and wonderful - I think it’s going to prove a vital, valuable tool in boy’s lives.  No shed 

or ute glove box should be without one! Women around the world will thank you.  I certainly 

do.” CC 

 

Tits, Zits and Boys’ Bits is an amazingly wise, humorous and factual book that is such a 

fabulous resource for all parents of adolescent boys and should be shared.  Your book can 

be read by boys on their own and provides them with factual information about girls, sex 

and growing up or it allows them to have a discussion with their parents about issues 

together.  Absolutely brilliant!!  I think your book should be made available to every young 

boy and to every parent of young boys ... I personally cannot wait!!  Well done!”  LH 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes to Editors: 

 

Suzanne and Vernon are available for interview on 0458 009 577. 

 

Excerpts from the book are available for distribution via the publisher. 
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